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fluid, or rather two fluids. For we find two kinds of elec.

tricity, denominated positive and negative; and it is a general
fact, that, when a body is brought into one electrical state, it
throws other bodies around it into the opposite state, by a

power called induction. Those bodies, whose electrical condi
tion has been thus altered, will act on others lying in a remoter
circle, and these upon others, and so on, we cannot tell how

widely, for we have reason to suppose that electricity is a

power that extends through all nature. It can hardly be
doubted that it is the force which constitutes what we call
chemical affinity, by which the constituent parts of all com

pound bodies are held together; and in those stony and metallic
masses, that occasionally fall from the heavens, we have proof
that this same power holds sway in other worlds; for the most
reasonable supposition is, that these meteors move like the

planets through the regions of celestial space, and give us
some idea of the constitution of planetary worlds. If so, the
same chemical laws, and, of course, the same chemical forces,

prevail there as in our planet. Indeed, the uniformity of
nature would lead us to such a conclusion were there no facts
like those of meteors to teach it directly. It follows, from
these principles, that, whenever we change the electrical
condition of bodies around us, we start a movement to whose
onward march we can assign no limits but the material
universe. These waves of influence consist of a series of
attractions and repulsions, and are independent of the mechan
ical reactions already considered, which are produced by
onward impulses alone.

Now, a change in the electric condition of bodies is pro
duced often by the slightest mechanical, chemical, thermal.

physiological, and probably even mental change in man. The
usual way of exciting currents of electricity is by friction.
But chemical action, as in the galvanic battery, produces a
still more energetic and uninterrupted current. The slightest
change of temperature, also, may disturb the electric equili
brium perceptibly. It has been of late ascertained, likewise,
that a change of physiological condition, (that is, a change as
to healthy and normal action,) affects the electricity of the

parts of the system, and consequently of surrounding bodies.
Substitute a man in the place of a galvanic battery, making
his two hands the electrodes, and there will go out from him
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